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If F is an arbitrary finite field and T is an n x n orthogonal ma&ix with entries 
in F then one may ask how to find all the orthogonal matrices helonging to the 
algebra F[7J and one may want to know the cardinality of this group. We present 
here a means of constructing this group of orthogonal matrices given the complete 
factorization of the minimal polynomial of T over F. As a corollary of this 
construcCon scheme we give an explicit formula for the numher of n x n or- 
thogonal circulant matrices over GF($) and a similar formula for symmetric 
circulants. These generalize results of MacWilliams, J. Combinatorial Theory 
10 (1971), I-17. 
INTRODUCTION 
It is the purpose of this paper to develop a simple formula [see Sect. 41 
for calculating the number of n x n orthogonal circulant matrices with 
entries from GF($) by methods which describe at the same time how these 
matrices may be constructed. 
PRELIMINARIES 
Let F be a field. An n x PZ circulant over F is a matrix of the form: 
where the entries ai belong to F. If T is the circulant with Us = SiI , then the 
general circulant can be expressed as LI = ~~~~ ujTi. Thus the algebra of 
circulants is the subalgebra F[T] of the algebra Frl of r~ x n matrices over F. 
Since the minimum polynomial of T is $J(.Y) = ,P ~ 1 the algebra of 
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circulants is isomorphic to R = J’[x]/(#(x)). We will identify this ring with 
the ring of circulants. Corresponding to the operation of matrix transpose 
there is a ring automorphism T of R which has the properties (1) 72 = 
identity, (2) 7 fixes the elements of R (i.e., the cosets of constant polynomials), 
and (3) T inverts the coset E of x (i.e., T is orthogonal). 
Thus in a general setting we suppose R = F[x]/(#(x)) is equipped with an 
automorphism T with the three properties above and ask for the cardinality 
ofthesetOrthT={uER\aT(u)= l}. 
R is an Artinian principal ideal ring and hence possesses a unique collection 
E =z lei I l < z’ < r] of idempotents with the properties (1) eiej = &ei , 
(2) xIzI e{ = I, and (3) e<R is a local ring [I, p. 901. Recall that a local ring 
is a ring with a unique maximal ideal. If #(x) factors as #(x) = fI(x)‘ll 4 
f2W* .'.fA.e 9 where the h(x) are distinct manic irreducibles of F[x], 
then eiR is isomorphic to F[x]/(A(x)~~) if the indexing is suitable. We will 
identify eiR with the latter ring. Then the maximal ideal Mi of ejR is the ideal 
generated by the coset offi in I?[x]/(-&Fi), the lattice of ideals of efR is the 
sequence of powers eiR 1 Mi II Mi2 3 ... II Mrl = 0 of Mi and the multi- 
plicity of fi as a factor of 4(x) is the index of nilpotency of Ml . 
Since an automorphism of R must simply permute the members of the 
set e we can decompose t into orbits of T, {tj ij EJ]. Then the ideal 
f-6 = @eE*j eR generated by a given orbit is a direct sum of local rings on 
each of which T acts as an automorphism by restriction. In this way we 
study T orbit by orbit. There is the corresponding Abelian group decompo- 
sition Orth T z l-‘& Orth T is. . 
Since ~~ = id then each orb;t is either a l-cycle {ei}, where T(ei) = ei , or 
a 2-cycle {ek , et}, where T(ek) = e( . Thus in the study of R and T we may 
assume either (1) that R is local or (2) that R = S x T, where S mcl T 
are isomorphic local rings and T isXO and T /,,Xr. are inverse isomorphisms. 
The body of the paper is a study of the component direct summands of 
Orth T which correspond to the l-cycles and 2-cycles of 7. The analysis of 
these components is done in such a way as to provide a method forconstructing 
all the orthogonal circulant matrices of order H over GF(q). We give cm explicit 
formula for the order O(n, q) of the group of orthogonal circulant matrices 
of order H over GF(q). (See Sect. 4.) 
1. RECIPROCAL POLYNOMIALS 
With the notation of the previous section we want to see how the notions 
of l-cycle and 2-cycle of T reveal themselves in the factorization of #(x) 
over Q]. First we define the basic terms of this section. 
DEFINITION. Let F be a field, $(x) belong to F[x], and let R be the ring 
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J’[x]/(#(x)). If an automorphism T of R has the three properties (I) 9 = 
identity, (2) T fixes elements of F, and (3) T inverts the coset of x, then we call 
r the transpose mapping of R. 
DEFINITION. A polynomial #J(X) of F[x] is said to be reciprocal if $(O) 7,. 0 
and whenever CY is a zero of C/I(X) of multiplicity m, then also CX-I is a zero of 
4(x) of multiplicity ln. 
Remark. The definition expresses the notion of reciprocal polynomial 
in terms appropriate to our point of view in this paper. However, a reciprocal 
polynomial is most easily recognized by the symmetry of its coefficients. 
That is, 4(x) -= X:=0 aixi is reciprocal if and only if aj = akei for each i. 
(See [2], Vol. I, p. 410.) 
LEMMA 1. If R = F[x]/(#(x)) h as a transpose mapping, then #(x) is 
reciprocal. 
ProoJ R is a product of local rings associated one to one with the prime- 
power factors of $(x). If we think of R in this way it is easy to see that the 
effect of T is to produce an isomorphism from each factor onto another 
factor, because an automorphism will permute the set of local idempotents 
of R. Thus iffl is one prime-power of $(x), then T produces an isomorphism 
from F[x]/( .fl) onto F[x]/( g!% where gk is another prime-power factor of 
I/(.X). Since T matches powers of the respective maximal ideals of these local 
rings one has k = 1. Also, T induces an isomorphism from F[x]/(j) onto 
F[x]/( g) and thus deg f = deg g. It is easy to prove from the properties of T 
that this induced mapping takes x + (f) to (x + (g))-1 and fixes F. This 
says that if cx is a root off and /3 is a root of g there is an isomorphism from 
F(B) onto F(p) which fixes F and maps cx to p-l. Then p-l is a root of$ Thus 
the roots off are the inverses of the roots of g. 1 
The following lemma is effectively the converse of Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. Let F be a jield and f and g be irreducible polynomials of F[x]. 
Suppose that f and g have a common splitting field over F in which the roots 
off and the roots of g are mutually reciprocal. Then for any fixed integer I > 0 
there is a unique ring isomorphism r from F[x]/(,f z, onto F[x]/(g’) which jixes 
F and maps s L (fz) to (x 7 (gz))V1. 
ProojI Let rf and 7rg be the usual ring mappings from F[x] onto F[x]/(fz) 
and F[x]/( g7), respectively. Since (x, j) = 1 and (x, g) = 1, then 7q(x) and 
am are both invertible. Let 4 denote the ring mapping from F[x] into 
F[x]/(gz) induced by the usual embedding of F into F[x]/(gz) and the 
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assignment x -+ 7r&x)-l. Consider the commutative diagram of ring 
mappings 
RM $1 -5 ~~~l/kV~~L7d 
d 1 II 
fT4 L ~~-~I/~ d 
where z- is the usual epimorphism and the vertical isomorphism is the usual 
one. Here, 8 must be the mapping which fixes F and maps x to (x + (g))-l. 
Then S(j(x)) = j(&(x)) = f((x + (g))-l) = 0 since x + (g) is a root of g. 
It follows that r$(f(x)) = 0 so that $(f(x)) E (rg(g)). Then +(fL) = 0. lt 
follows that 4 induces a ring mapping T from F[x]/(fz) to F[x]/(gz) which 
fixes F and maps x + (jr) to (x + (g7))-l. 
By a symmetric argument there is a ring mapping p from F[x]/(gz) to 
F[x]/(f7) which fixes F and maps x + (g7) to (x + (j6))-l. But then T and f 
are clearly inverse mappings. The uniqueness of T is clear. m 
As an immediate consequence of the two above lemmas we have the 
following result. 
THEOREM I. Let F be a field und $J(x) E F[x]. The ring R = F[x]/($(x)) 
has a transpose mapping tyand onZy IY #(x) is rectprocui. 
ProoJ The “only if” is clear from Lemma 1 and the “if” is seen by decom- 
posing R into local rings and using Lemma 2 to construct T. 1 
In view of the above the following theorem is obvious. 
THEOREM 2. In the factorization of $J(x) a l-cycle is associated with an 
irreducible reciprocal factor and a 2-cycle is associated with two nonreciprocal 
irreducible factors f and g of equal degree such that f (x) . g(x) is reciprocal. 1 
ln the study of l-cycles of T in the next section, a special case is made if 
the field automorphism TV induced by T is the identity mapping. ln terms of 
the factors of #(x) it is easy to determine if this happens. 
LEMMA 3. The induced automorphism ~~ : F[x]/(f) -+ F[x]/(f) at a 1 -cycle 
is the identity ty and onZy if f (x) is either x + 1 or x - I. 
Proo$ Let (-) denote coset module $ since %Tl(@ = i then if Tl = id 
one has 3 = i (i.e., f 1 x2 - I) so that either f (x) = x + 1 or f (x) = x - 1. 
The converse is obvious since T fixes F and T = ~~ when f (x) is either x + 1 
orx-1. 1 
Remark. If f (x) is an irreducible reciprocal polynomial and f(x) is not 
x + 1 or x - 1 then f (x) has degree 2s for some positive integer s. 
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2. ORTH 7 AT A I-CYCLE 
Let R be F[x]/(f(xp) where j(x) is an irreducible reciprocal polynomial 
of F[x] and let T be the transpose mapping of R. Let M be the maximal ideal 
of R. On each homomorphic image R/W of R, T induces an automorphism 
TV so that the following diagram commutes: 
Level 1 
Level 2 
t t 
R = R/Mnt w R/Mm = R Level m 
TV is defined by ~~(r + Mi) = T(Y) + Mi. The vertical maps are the usual 
epimorphisms. We will identify rings via the obvious isomorphisms 
R/Mi E F[x]/(f(x)i). Of course TV is the transpose mapping of R/Mi and 
we will refer to Orth ~~ = {Q c R/Mi 1 aTi = 11, z’ = 1, 2 ,..., m. We 
note that the vertical mappings induce group homomorphisms from Orth 
Tl+l t0 Orth Ti for 1 < i < m - 1. 
Orth ~~ is relatively easy to determine since R/M is a field. If we knew that 
the mapping from Orth TvL = Orth T to Orth Tl was onto, then finding the 
order of Orth T would be equivalent to finding the order of the kernel of this 
mapping. We will now investigate the level-by-level construction of an 
element of Orth T which has the corollary that this mapping is onto, and 
provides an easy counting scheme. 
We will think of R/iUi as the set of polynomials in F[x] of degree less than 
the degree of jd(x) with their usual addition and with multiplication done 
modulo fi(x) as usual. ln this way we have all the R/I&P as subsets of R. 
A polynomial g(x) of R has a unique Fadic representation, i.e., g(x) = 
xzi1 gj(x)fj(x), where the coefficients g$(x) belong to R/&f. We shall always 
suppose that the elements of R/Mi are representedfadically. Note that g(x) 
is a unit of R/Mi if and only if g,,(x) # 0. 
We want to know when g(x) = xzil gjfj belongs to Orth T = Orth T?)( . 
It is clear that if g E Orth T, then for each r < m, ziii gj~ E Orth TV since 
the mapping from Orth T to Orth TV amounts to a simple truncation of the 
f-adic representation. In particular g0 6 Orth rI , g0 + gJ-g Orth ~~ , and 
so on. To construct an element of Orth T one selects first an element g0 of 
Orth Tl . Then one must find gI in R/M so that g0 + gIfis in Orth ~~ , etc. 
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The best that can happen is that having found g,, ,..., giP1 so that xjzt gJ i 
belongs to Orth T{ one can always find gi so that Xi=0 g# is in Orth T~+~. 
In fact, this is almost always possible, the only exception occurring when the 
characteristic of F is 2 and f(x) = x + 1. 
DEFINITION. Let g(x) belong to R. Suppose gr( g) - I has Jadic repre- 
sentation gT( g) - 1 = XT;’ djf j. Then we call dj the jth deviation of g. 
Thus if g E R/Mi and g E Orth T< then we seek a gi E R/M so that g + gJi 
has zero ith deviation, i.e., we want g + gifi to belong to Orth T~+~ . 
Since T is an automorphism of R andf generates the maximal ideal of R, 
then also I generates the maximal ideal. Thus T(f) = $for some unit u 
of R. We let u,, be the canonical image of u in R/M. 
LEMMA 4. If u0 is the canonical image of u in R/M then u0 belongs to 
Orth Tl . 
Proox Applying T t0 Tf = of one has f = T(u) ~j- or (UT(u) - l)f = 0. 
Since f # 0 then UT(#) - 1 is not a unit. Since R is local, UT(u) - 1 E M so 
that UT(U) = 1 modJ which is the same as uoTl(uo) = 1 in R/M. 1 
LEMMA 5. Suppose that g = zili gJ j belongs to Orth TV . A necessary 
and suficient condition for g + gif i to belong to Orth T~+~ is that gi satisfy 
where di is the ith deviation of g. 
ProoJ Calculating modulo f i+l, the orthogonality condition 
(a) cg + &PI +T + gif? = 1 
is easily reduced to 
(b) (di + giT( g) + gT( gi) ui) f i = 0 mody+l. 
This means 
(~1 4 + m( d + iv(&) ui = 0 mod-f 
Since Tl( gO) = g&l mod f the equivalence of (c) with (*) is obvious. 1 
We pause to examine ~~ : R/M + R/M. Since Tlz = identity then either 
TV has order two or ~~ = identity. Note that if F1 denotes the fixed field of 
~~ in R/M then the mapping Tl + id is an F1-linear endomorphism of R/M. 
The proofs of the various parts of the following lemma are elementary. 
Note that part (3) is a simple consequence of the Hilbert “Satz 90.” 
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LEMMA 6. (1) Except when I-~ = id and Char F = 2 we hare 
Ker(+-i + id) = Sk 7l = {z E R/M 1 ~~(2) = -z] and Irn(T1 + id) = Fl =jxed 
field of rl . (2) Sk rl = zFl for some z. (3) The mapping z + z-~T~(z) from 
(R/M)* to Orth 7l is onto unless rl = id and Char F + 2. 1 
By Lemma 4, tiO E Orth TV. Thus when or # id, part (3) of Lemma 6 
furnishes us with an element fl in R/M with the property that b-Q1(p) --= u;‘. 
The p will have this fixed meaning when ~~ + id. The following result is 
immediate. 
THEOREM 3. Assume rl # id. Then with /3 as abore, condition (*) is 
equi0aIent to 
C71 + W&/guPJ = -4/P. 1 t**J 
Apparently when or # id, a choice for g< exists only if dJp belongs to 
Im (pi + id) = F1 . i.e., Tl(df//li) = df/pi. We shall see that this is always so. 
THEOREM 4. Assume 71 + id. Zfg(x) G Orth 7i , then there is a gi G R/M 
so that g + gJ i G Orth T~+~ . The number of choices of g: is 1 Fl 1, it-here Fl 
is the fixedfieId of rl in R/M. 
ProojI We must show that Tl(dJp) = di/p. Since gT(g) = 1 + dCfi 
modji+l, then applying 7 we have gT(g) = 1 + u%(df)fi. Thus u%(dJ = di 
modA i.e., uOiTl(di) = di. Then since T#) = P/U,, one has Tl(dj/p) == 
Tl(di) T,(P)-’ z Tl(di) uo’flei z di//3’. 
The number of choices of gi can be seen from (**) to be equal to the 
cardinality of Ker(T1 + id) = Sk or and since Sk rr == zFl for some z 
then this number is ! Sk or ~ = 1 Fl 1. 1 
In case F = GF(q) we have the following counting theorem. 
COUNT 1. Let F = GF(q). vf( ) x is an irreducible reciprocal (l-cycle) 
factor of $(x) of muit@licity m and degree 2s then the corresponding orthogonal 
group component has order 
(qs + 1) pn-1~~ 
ProoJ 71 is an automorphism of GF(qzs) = F[x]/(f) over F of order 2. 
Thus TV = ? for each z in GF(qzS). Then Orth TV = {z E GF(qzS) 1 
z . ifz8 ~~}~{~~&~~~ 1). Thus Orth pi is the unique subgroup of GF(qzs)* 
of order qS -I- I. The fixed field & of ~~ is GF(q,$). The count is now an easy 
consequence of Theorem 4. [ 
EXAMPLE. For 12 x I2 circulants over GF(2) one has the factorization 
x1? - I = (? - 1)4 = (X 4~ l)4(~Z + x + 1)4, where both irreducible factors 
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are reciprocal. Orth T is the direct product of two component groups. 
The component corresponding to f(x) = x2 + x + 1 has order 3 * 23 = 24. 
It remains to see what occurs when TV = id. That is, what is the nature 
of the construction of orthogonal elements at a l-cycle where j(x) = x + 1 
or j(x) = x - 1 ? Since we have specific j(x) we can be more explicit about 
the quantity u0 appearing in Eq. (*). We have 
T(f) = T(X * 1) = x-r 5 1 = (T 1 + j)-l It 1 
c (Tl -fFf2 -fSF ...) & 1 
= -fTfZ-fSqz... 
= (-1 F f-f2T **.)J 
Hence u = -1 F f -j2 F ... and Us = -1. Then (*) becomes 
(gigi’)(l +- ((I)‘) ZZ di * (***I 
lffif = iTo + af+ .*. + gi-J’-’ is in Orth TV for some o& i, it is possible 
to find gi so that g + gif i is in Orth Ti+r LVJ@ zy L& = 0, i.e., only if already g e 
Orth ~~~~ , in which case the choice of gi is a free one in F. The next theorem 
shows that for odd i, LIP is in fact zero. 
THEOREM 5. Let f (x) be x + 1 or x - I. If j > 0 is even and g(x) belongs 
to Orth Tj4.1 , then also g(x) belongs to Orth Tj+z . 
ProojI Suppose g E Orth Tj+l for some evenj > 0. We wish to show that 
g has zero (j + 1)st deviation so that g E Orth ~~~~ .
One has from g g Orth ~~~~ that 
Apply T t0 get 
gT(g) = 1 + b(Tf)j’-l + C(Tf)‘+’ + ...a 
Since Tf = -f T f 2 - f 3 7! *.., then (2) yields 
g$-(g) z 1 + b(-fi+l 7 (j + ])fj+z) + CfjG + . . . . (3) 
or equivalently 
&XT(g) = 1 - bfj+l + (c F (j + 1) b)fj* + .**. (4) 
Comparing (1) and (4) we have 
b = -b. 
C.i + 1) b = 0. 
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If Char F = 2, then b = 0 from the second equation of (5) and if 
Char F # 2, then b = 0 from the first equation. In any case b = 0 and so 
g E Orth Tj+t . 1 
It follows from (***) and this theorem that there is no difficulty in con- 
structing an element of Orth T at odd levels. In fact the choice of gi for odd i 
is unrestricted and may be any member of R/M = F. When i is even and 
Char F # 2 then (***) has a unique solution gj = - digo/2. Thus the 
following counting theorem is immediate. 
COUNT 2. Assume that F = GF(q), q = p’, p + 2. At a l-cycle corre- 
sponding to a factor f(x) = x + 1 or f(x) = x - I of multiplicity m of $(x) 
the orthogonal group component has order 2qImfzj. u 
There remains the case j(x) = x + 1 when Char F = 2. Since in this case 
Orth -rl = {1} then g,, = 1 and by Theorem 5, gt is an arbitrary choice in F. 
Having chosen gr it is n& always possible to find a gz in F so that 
g,, + gJ+ gdz 6 Orth 73 . In fact only if gI is either 0 or 1 does an appro- 
priate g2 exist. The situation is described in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that j(x) = .Y + I and Char F = 2. Of the 1 F 1 
choices for gl only the choices gl = 0 and gl = 1 permit a choice of gz . 
Beyond this IY g E Orth TV for some odd i, i > I, then g E Orth ~~+r and of 
the 1 F 1 choices of gi only the choice where gi is the ith deviation of g will alZow 
a choice of gf+l . The choice of gi+l is then a free one in F. 
ProoJ Suppose beginning with I in Orth TV we ask for aI and a? in F 
so that g = 1 + alf + a#’ belongs to Orth TV , 
Using 
Tf zf+fz +fa + .‘. (61 
one has 
5-g = I -+ alf + (al + az)fz + .... 
From (7) one finds that 
(7) 
Thus g E Orth 73 if and only if aI + aI2 = 0 in F, i.e., aI = 0 or aI = I. 
This proves the first statement. 
Now suppose that g = I + aIf+ ... + aieJi-l belongs to Orth ~~ for 
some odd i, i > 1. We seek aj and aj+l in F so that h = g + af.fi + ai.bJ’i+l 
belongs to Orth T(+~ . We will work in R/kfi@, i.e., module f i+2. 
From Theorem 5 we know that automatically g E Orth ~~+r SO there is 
a c E R/M, the (i + 1)st deviation of g, SO that 
gT( g) = 1 + cf j +l. (9) 
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One has 
7(h) = T(g) + Uj(TfY + oj+l(q)i+l 
and from (6) one finds 
T(h) = T(g) + ajp + (Lzj+1 + iaj)fi+l. 
Since Char F = 2 one has 
T(h) = T(g) + Qfi + (4 + Q+l)fi+l. 
From (12) one has 
gm = gad + 4fi + k + 4h + 1) + 4+w+1. 
From (IO) and the fact that i 2 3 one has 
hq-4 = gm + w(g)fi + ai+l~(g~fi+l 
and from (14) and (7) one has 
hT(h) = gr(h) + c&(1 + alf)fi + aj+#+l. 
Combining (I 5) and (13) one has 
hT(h) = 1 + (c + r&)ji+l. 
Thus we see, having g E Orth TV , that even though g + aJi belongs to 
Orth T~+~ for any a$ E F only for the choice ai = c, the (i + 1)st deviation of g, 
can the construction proceed further. 1 
We can now complete our collection of counting theorems for l-cycles. 
COUNT 3. Assume F = GF(q), q = pz, p = 2. Zff(x) = x + I and has 
multiplicity m as a factor of z,b(x) then the corresponding orthogonal group 
component has order 
1 if m=l, 
q if m = 2, 
2qWl if m > 2. 1 
3. ORTH T AT A Z-CYCLE 
Corresponding to a 2-cycle of 7 one has a pair j(x) and g(x) of non- 
reciprocal irreducible factors of #(x) of equal degree and multiplicity m 
so that j(x) . g(x) is reciprocal. This produces a factor s x T of the algebra 
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of circulants where S E F[x]/(~(x~) and T = F[x]/( g(~)‘l) on which 7 
acts so that 7 is>c0 is inverse to T iQX. . We shall identify S x 0 with S and 
0 x T with T so that if s ES, then I has the obvious meaning. Since 
~(s, t) = (7(f), T(S)) then it is clear that an element (s, f) of S x T belongs 
to Orth T if and only if 3 is invertible and t 7 ~(s)-l. The following theorem 
is clear. 
THEOREM 7. The mupping s w (s, I-I) is an isomorphism of the group 
of units S* of S onto the orthogonalgroup component at the 2-cycle S x T. fi 
We can now complete our counting theorems on the various components 
of the orthogonal group. 
COUNT 4. Let F = GF(q), q =: pz. For the 2-cycle pair j(x) and g(x) 
of factors of #(x) of degree t and multiplicity m the corresponding orthogonal 
group component has the cardinakty of the group of units of F[x]/(~(x)~), 
nameZy, (qt - 1) qtC+l). i 
4. THE NUMBER OF ~7 x tz ORTHOGONAL CIRCULANTS OVER GF(q) 
ln this section we exploit the properties of the particular reciprocal poly- 
nomial $(x) = xn - 1. The previous results yield a count of the number of 
orthogonal circulants given the number of l-cycles and 2-cycles occurring 
in the factorization of #(x), together with their degrees and multiplicity. 
We indicate how this is found for a given n and q. 
Factor n = nlpk so that (nl ,p) = 1. Then X~ -- 1 = (PI - l)Dk and 
0 - 1 has only simple zeros. Thus all l-cycles and 2-cycles have the same 
multiplicity, pk. 
Next factor ~~~1 - 1 = njin @j(X) into its cyclotomic factors. We claim 
that either Qj factors into irreducible reciprocal factors (l-cycles), or 
that Gj has no irreducible reciprocal factor, in which case it is clear that the 
irreducible factors of Qj may be paired so as to produce 2-cycles. 
Recalling that the zeros of Gj(x) are the primitivejth roots of 1 it is easy 
to see that all the irreducible factors of Qj have the same degree. Say 
Gj = flf2 a** fT. If h is reciprocal of degree 24 then the automorphism TV 
of the splitting field GF(q28) = F[x]/(&) ofA over F is the mapping z - zq’ 
and Tl inverts each zero of fi . A zero a of fi is a primitive jth root of 1 so 
CL-I = ~8 is equivalent to j ] qs + 1. Conversely if j 1 qs + I for some X 
and s is the least such positive integer, then z -+ 9 inverts each primitivejth 
root of 1. Then cx has degree 2s and so f$ has degree 2s and is reciprocal. Since 
the condition j ] qs + I is independent of the choice of fd we see that either 
all the factors of @, are reciprocal or none is. 
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Since oi has degree 4(j), where rj is the Euler +-function, then we see 
that @j factors into &!)/2.s irreducible reciprocal polynomials of F[x] of 
degree 2~ if and only ifj 1 qs + 1 and s is the least such positive integer. We 
may express this last condition in the following equivalent way. Let Zj* 
be the multiplicative group of units of the ring of integers module j. Then 
since q is prime to j, the residue class qj of q modulo j belongs to Zj*. We 
denote by [qj] the cyclic subgroup of Zj* generated by qj . Then @j factors 
into irreducible reciprocal polynomials of F[x] if and only if - 1 G [qj], 
in which case the degree of each irreducible factor is the same as the order 
of the group [qj]. 
Of course Qj factors into nonreciprocal irreducible factors in F[x] if and 
only if - 1 $ [qj]. Then the factors of @j all have degree t equal to the degree 
of any primitive jth root of 1 over F. Clearly t is the least positive integer 
so that j 1 qt - 1, i.e., t is the order of the group [qj]. 
Our main counting theorem follows immediately from the theorems 
Count 14. 
COUNTING THEOREM FOR ORTHOGONAL CIRCULANTS. Denote by O(n,q) 
the order of the group of orthogonal n x n circulants over GF(q), q = pL. 
Factor n = nIpk where (nI , p) = 1. For j an integer prime top let a = a( j, q) 
denote the order of the subgroup [qj] in Zj* and dejne Oj(n, q) as follows: 
ifp # 2, 
ifp = 2. 
Then O(n, q) = n O&I, q). 
il% 
5. CONSTRUCTIONOFTHE 12 x 12 ORTHOGONAL CIRCULANTSOVER GF(2) 
In contrast to the counting, the construction requires the prime factori- 
zation of the polynomial I&) = X~ - 1 over F = GF(2). Here one has 
xl2 - 1 = (9 + 1)4 = (x + l)4(x2 + x + l)4. So Orth T z Orth T’ x Orth ?, 
where T’ and T” are the transpose mappings on F[x]/(x + 1)4 and 
F[x]/(x2 + x + 1)4, respectively. 
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A. Orth r’. Let f(x) = x + I. The set Orth T’ can be displayed as a 
tree 
where to every path in the tree from its top level to its bottom level there 
corresponds a unique element of Orth T’. For instance to the path { 1, 0, 1, 01 
corresponds the element of Orth T’ with those f-adic coefficients, namely 
I + 1(x + l)z = x2. This tree is an immediate consequence of Theorem 6. 
Note that only one tree is needed here because Orth T’~ = {l}. Usually we 
need a tree for each member of Orth TV . 
B. Orth 7”. To construct members of Orth T” will require some 
knowledge of the quantity /3 appearing in Theorem 3 which governs this 
situation. The following lemma is then useful. 
LEMMA 7. Jf R = F[x]/~(x)~), where j( ) x is an irreducible reciprocal 
polynomial of F[x] of degree 2s, then one may take fi = x-~ modJ 
ProoJ IfP is a splitting field off(x) over F then the ring i? = F[x]/(f(~)~) 
contains R and the transpose ? of i? extends the transpose r of R. In F[x] 
one has f(x) = naG,4 (x - ~)(x - a-l) where /l is a set of s roots of j(x) 
no two of which are reciprocal. Then 
so that 
T(f) = F(j) = p, (XI - a)(x-1 - ‘X-1) 
X2’T(j) = n (1 - XX)(l - C+X) = n (X - ‘X)(x - LX-‘) = f 
es-1 wz‘f 
It follows that since Tf = uf then 11 = x-2S mod$ 
Then taking /3 = x-~ mod f one has 
,8-‘Tl(/$ = x~T~(x-~) = P . Y = x2s = u-l mod f. fi 
Clearly Orth Tl is the group GF(4)* = F[x]/(xz + x + 1) * = { 1, x, x -i t 1. 
From the above p = x1 = x -t 1. 
Let f(x) = x2 -t x L I. By reference to (**) and Theorems 3 and 4 
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we find that for an element g in Orth TV with jth deviation di the choices of 
gi are to be made from the set go(dix + PF) modulo $ Note that here 
Ker(Ti + id) = Sk 7; = Fl , the fixed field of T; in GF(4) so F1 = F = GF(2). 
For instance, with g0 = 1 the first deviation is clearly 0 so that the desired 
tree has as its second level vertices the members of the set t!lF = {x + 1, O}. 
In order to find deviations we find via the division algorithm that 
TV(X) = x-1 = x’ + 3 = (x + 1) + (X + l)f+ (x + l)j2 + (.X + l)f3 
and hence 
and 
TV(X2) = dyxy = x + f + xf2 + j3 
F(f) = xf+j2 + xj3. 
To extend the path { 1, x + 1} to the next level we need the second deviation 
of g = 1 + (x + l)J We calculate 
T’(g) = 1 + Tv(X + 1) T”(f) = 1 + (X + l)f+ Xf2 
and then gT”(g) = 1 so that g has zero second deviation. Thus the path 
{l, x + 11 extends by choosing the vertices in /?F = {O, xl at the third level. 
The tree 
displays the completed tree for the choice g0 = I in Orth TT . This is the 
kernel of the canonical mapping from Orth T” onto Orth TT . 
It follows that the corresponding tree for the choice g0 = x can be found 
by multiplying the tree for go = 1 by any one completed path from x. The 
easy choice is {x, 0, 0, O}. This yields 
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Similarly for x + 1 one has 
These three trees describe the elements of Orth 4’. 
Then to construct a particular 12 x 12 orthogonal circulant onefinds the local 
idempotents. Since 1 = x(x + 1) + (x2 + x + 1) then the local idempotents 
of F[x]/(+ - 1) are e’ = (J? + x J- l)4 and e” = (x2 + x)~. Then selecting 
the path (I, 0, 1, I) of Orth T’ and the path (x, I, 1, X) of Orth T” we compute 
e’(1, 0, 1, 1) + e”(x, 1, I, x). That is, (x2 + .X + 1)4[1 + (X + 1)’ + 
(x -/- 1)3] + (X2 + x)4[x -+ (9 + X + I) + (x2 + x + I)2 + X(X2 + X + 1)3] 
or 1 + x + x2 + .? + x6 + .x7 + 9 which yields the circulant whose 
first row is (I, I, I, 0, I, 0, 1, I, I, 0, 0, 0). 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
(1) Sections l-3 are applicable to any algebra of the kind F[x]/(#(x)), 
where #(x) is a reciprocal polynomial. For instance, once could apply them 
to count and construct orthogonal matrices within the algebra F[A] generated 
by any given orthogonal matrix A. 
(2) There is another construction procedure which uses the splitting 
field of #(CC), and some elementary Galois theory. In this procedure one need 
not find the local idempotents and the calculation of deviations is replaced 
by the task of solving certain equations in the splitting field. 
(3) The sets of symmetric circulants or skew ones can be constructed 
by making a few changes in the above. For instance if the a, nl , k have the 
same meaning as before then one can prove the following. 
COLJNT OFINVERTIBLE SYMMETRIC CIRCULANTS. LefS(n,q)be thenumber 
of n x n symmetric invertible circtdatns over GF(q). For j prime to q dejhe 
S,(n, q) as follows; 
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,j > 2: s&z, q) = { 
[(q&z - ])qh@-lqdw/a if - 1 e [qj], 
j = 1, 2: $(I?, q) 
Then S’(n, q) 
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